News

Entertainment

WMCC opens
kissing booth to raise
money for new
equipment. Wellness
center objects.

Def Jam CEO,
Russel Simmons To
host amateur contest
in the Terrace
Wednesday, noon

Opinion

Sports

Should
Instructors' pay
be tied to student
pass/fail ratio?

Intermural Faculty
Boxing Results:
Financial Aid 64, Purchasing
59. Jim Bond remains
undefeated. Travis Regan
KO'ed in 15 seconds.
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sweN Blown Away By Killer Cake!
sfeirB
by Adam Rom

Cabbages and Kings
Announces New
Humor Format
In an effort to increase readership. Cabbages and Kings,
MCC's own literary magazine,
has announced that they will be
changing their format to all humor.
In the tradition of literary giants Mad Magazine and
Cracked, Cabbages will print
only juvenile humor that isn't
funny.
"It's the way to go," said
Harriet Susskind Rosenblum,
MCC Professor Emeritus and
Cabbages advisor. "'It's time the
magazine evolved into a new
era."
Students can make submissions to the Cabbages and King's
office located in the Student
Center Hallway, Building 3. •

World Series Hero
To Transfer To MCC
by Homer Uhn

As of 12:00 p.m. Wednesday,
March 26, it became official that
the MCC Tribune baseball team
was getting a lot stronger, real
last. World Series hero and
American League Championship Series Most Valuable
Player, Bernie Williams, has
made his intent official, he wants
to be a Tribune.
Williams, 28, has turned in the
blue and white pinstripes of the
New York Yankees for the black
ind gold of MCC. He has relinquished the millions of dollars,
the life-style, the cars, all in turn
for the books. Williams intends
to be a music student while also
taking some cooking classes.
When asked if he was ready
tor the stress of staying up late
to finish a ten page paper he anConlinued on Page 2

And I Quote-

Success is how
high you bounce
after you hit
bottom.
•Gen. George S. Patton

ehT

Funeral processions are currently being made for Monroe
Doctrine Editor, William P. Sutton
after a freak accident last Friday
afternoon. The Editor and his staff,
were celebrating his 29th birthday
at the time of the accident.
"It was awesome" said On-line
Editor and far out opinion writer
Jason Olson. "The cake just exploded, what a show!" yelled
movie critic Keith Walther who
rated the show a five out of five
with Oscar nominations written all
over it.
"He shoots, he scores" exclaimed sports writer Dan Fisher.
"Hurry up, breaking news!" yelled
News Editor Christina Christman.
"Yes," offered Associate Editor
Christopher Herman, "Forget next
year, the job is mine!"
The whole incident began to surface as the candles were lighted
and Sutton leaned forward to blow
them out. He apparently could not
blow strong enough to put out the
fatal candle. "One of the candles
was some type of explosive device" said a Public Safety official.
"He didn't get it out fast enough I
guess."
Although officials say that there
are currently few leads as to whom
may be behind the explosion, Public Safety has told us that their investigation has turned towards an
angered Student Senate.

tnedutS
tnemnrevoG
Brick Lounge Explodes
During Senate
Meeting: Buildup of
Hot Air Cause

The Brick Lounge TV Room
exploded Tuesday in a freak act of
nature.
The explosion occurred during
the weekly Student Government
meeting at approximately 2:15
p.m.
The West Brighton Fire Department responded to the scene to find
members of the Student Government dazed and confused.
Luckily, due to their abnormally
thick skin, nobody was injured.
Fire Chief Steve Rubberboots
was at a loss to explain what
Monroe Doctrine Editor, Bill Sutton (above), blowing out his birthday
caused the explosion, saying only
candles, hoping this years a Blast!
that there appeared to be some type
"You don't always make friends
This incident could not have of hot air buildup in the room.
when you have two bodies in a come at a more inopportune time.
"I've only ever seen anything
struggle for power" said the rep- Sutton was scheduled to graduate like this once before," he said, "it
resentative. "Apparently that's in May, he was moving on to big- happened in the office of a used
what happened. You' ve got Sutton ger and better things. "Screw car salesman on Lake Avenue. We
who just took what belonged to power of the press" said the
never were able to figure out what
him without the Senate having Speaker of the Senate, "power of
happened there either."
their say in the matter."
the politician is the way things
Student Government representaWhy would the Student Govern- work here!"
tives were also at a loss to explain
ment have anything to do with the
Sutton left behind his immedi- what happened.
execution style bombing present in ate family, and an awesome bunch
"I don't know what happened,
this case? "Simple" said a source of staff members... To Mr. William
Carrie was in the middle of her
close to the Senate. "You guys P. Sutton: you will be missed by
Speaker's report and then all of a
were forewarned about the conse- your entire staff. We will carry on
sudden — BOOM," said Student
quences out there for not attend- the tradition that you brought to
President Stan Lyons.
ing our meeting and explaining this newspaper, and always make
Faculty Advisor Joe McCauley
your side of the story" she said.
you proud! •
said," Well, I had Serv-Rite Chili
for lunch, but I don't think that
would cause this kind of catastrophe."
Representatives from Serv-Rite
were said to be at the animal shelter and unavailable for comment.
"Nobody was drinking. I don't
know what could have happened,"
said Senator Brian Shulteis.
"I determined that the bathroom close Damon.
The investigation will continue
in my office wasn't big enough and
"They can't do this to me," she
said
Fire Chief Rubberboots. •
I couldn't find anyone to remodel said. "I won't stand for it. These
it," he said.
kids have worked too hard to give
According to Spina, there is a me a job and I won't let them just
bright side to Damon closing. All take it away."
students currently enrolled will be
Bryce said she was unclear what
offered instant admission to an- action she would take, but plans
other area college.
to ask Spina to attend the next
"Devry Technical Institute has SAAB meeting in hopes of reachagreed to rent the space currently ing a compromise.
occupied by MCC. They are offerWhen asked about the closing,
ing current students instant admis- Student Association President Stan
sion to their TV and VCR repair Lyons said," We have a Downtown
program which is comparable to Campus? Why didn't anyone tell
any degree currently offered at me?"
Damon." he said.
Nobody else contacted seemed
Linda Bryce, Director of to have an opinion one way or the
Damon's Campus Center said she other regarding the school's
was outraged at the decision to closing. •

Damon City Center
To Close Doors In May
In a press conference attended
by no one, MCC President Peter
A. Spina announced last night that
Damon City Campus will close its
doors after graduation in May.
"Nobody likes them over there
anyway," Spina said at the 3 a.m.
press conference, "so we just decided to shut it down."
"Besides, we don't make any
money from parking over there, so
there's really little point in continuing."
Damon which is celebrating its
fifth year as a satellite to MCC is
located in the old Sibley building
Downtown.
Economics weren't the only reason for the shutdown, according to
Spina.
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Kelly Declines Broadcasting Position,
Begins MCC Mens Football Program
Reports surfaced from Rich Stadium last week, and Jim Kelly
made it official late last Friday.
From the very podium where he
announced his retirement, Jim
Kelly announced that he has declined a broadcasting position being offered by NBC.
"The job at NBC isn't something
I want to pursue at this time" said
Kelly at a press-conference, "I
would however, like to take this
opportunity to announce that contract negotiations have been finalized, and for the upcoming season,
I will coach a new college football
team in Rochester NY."
The media swarmed around the
veteran quarterback with questions
covering all aspects, who, what,
when, where, why, and how? Kelly

World Series
Hero To Transfer
To MCC
Continued from Page I

ning an NFL style program there,
one that will surprise a lot of
people."
When asked how far he thinks
this team could go in its inaugural
season, Kelly responded, "all the
way, no question about it. You will
see this program rise to the top,
they will succeed."
Students and administrators
around the college have expressed
mixed emotions about the team.
President Peter A. Spina is worried
about the football team taking over
"his" performance lab, and is also
worried that the team may overuse the showers, using up all the
hot water pumped to the shower
in his office.
Students are also expressing
mixed emotions about the new
team. Although most of the students we interviewed for this story
were all for a football team, some

were concerned
about seeing more
cars in an already
full parking lot,
and were worried
about the Public
Safety "vultures"
hovering above,
diving down to eat
all of the food, and
break up their pregame tailgating
parties.
As Kelly put it,
"you won't need
to worry about it.
This team will
make everyone
stop and watch.
Administration, Ex-Buffalo Bill Quarterback, and probable
Public Safety, the HOFer, Jim Kelly announced his plans to coach
whole commu- an MCC football team next fall. Kelly will be the
nity." •
first in this school's history to coach football for
the Tribunes, a team he says will succeed.

Women Prove Equality, Men Strike Back
by Whoda Thought

The Women's Basketball team
took to the court last week to settle
an issue discussed in a past edition
of the Monroe Doctrine. "We may
not get as much money as the
men's program," said Deidre
Britton "but we can definitely beat
them on the court."
"Beat us? Yeah right" rebutted
Jo Van Carter of the men's team.
"They can't beat us in finances,
and can't beat us on the court either." he added. But this was not
the case. The women didn't just
beat the men, they clobbered them,
102-56 as they showed off their
offensive moves.
"We may be down, but we're not
out" exclaimed men's coach Jerry
Burns. "They may have beat us in
the battle, but we'll win the war!"
"I'd like to take this opportunity
to announce that as of September
of next year, the men's basketball

Dan "Hercules"
Fisher, (Right)
has been offered
a full
scholarship to
play basketball
for the men i
team come next
season. He has
declined the
offer for what he
would call team
loyalty. Fisher
was the women's
manager this
past season.

photo by Peter
Matthews

program will be able to utilize Dan
Fisher" announced Burns last
Thursday.
They made it official last Thursday afternoon, they will use a large
portion of their scholarship money
for the upcoming season on drawing away the women's basketball
team manager.
"He's the heart and sole of our
team" said Tesa Dyson "they can't
just buy someone like Here."
"We could really use a player of
his size and speed" said Coach
Jerry Burns at the press-conference. "He's a well-built player that
will be in the starting rotation come
next season. The women's team
calls this kid "Hercules" for crying out loud, that says a lot. We're
not just stealing him from them,
we're making ourselves better offensively" he added
Fisher, currently a freshmen,
will be looked upon to bring a high
scoring attack and quality re-

bounding a depleted Tribunes
squad come next winter.
"1 won't play for the men's program" announced the 5-9 point
guard. "My heart will always be
with the women. No matter what
the circumstances, I'm staying
where I feel I belong." he added.
A number of people interviewed
for the story would only comment
unanimously. "I think it's typical
of the men's program to try to control everything, finances included." Another unanimous
source told the MD that he thinks

U
U

it's a shame that the women's team
is always being setback so things
are unequal."
When this story was put to bed,
Christopher Herman, who wrote
the original "Equality in Athletics"
story, had this to say about the
whole situation. "I wrote the first
story, and the men's side of the athletic department told me things
were even. That's all I can tell you
at this time, I guess this shows how
even indeed." said the Sports Editor. "I have no further comment on
the issue" he added. •

WMCC Tips Off Against 98 PXY

• $3.50 Non-Student •
# $2.50 With Student ID #
• $.50 Off with this ad! •

Friday, April4, 1997
Gym, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
* Awesome Halftime Activities!*

Radio Rudy of 98 PXY shows off for his new radio buds

swered, "Try spending ten minutes
with George (referring to George
Steinbrenner, the Yankees owner),
everything else is a walk in the
park." From what has been said
in the past of Steinbrenner it just
may be true.
The initial shock that this news
presented has finally subsided and
I got the opinion of a member of
the baseball team. "I was shocked
at first. I mean, last September I
was watching him hit a grand slam
in the World Series, now I get to
see it first hand. I'm really excited."
His opinion was comparable to
the rest of the team. There wasn't
apprehension but rather a bunch of
jubilant players who were about to
play with an idol of theirs.
At the conference Wednesday, a
member asked him a good question, why did he chose MCC.
Williams answered simply.
"MCC. is the place for me." He
then went on to describe that he
iiked the junior college atmosphere
and that he had always liked Rochester because it seemed exciting.
He is still in New York City tying up the loose ends but he does
plan on joining the team for their
first game. April I, against
Mohawk Valley.
Williams had a last statement
before ending the press conference. "I'm really excited about
ihis opportunity. 1 won the World
Series last year and this year I want
one on this level." With that anticipation, his incredible skills and
experience and an already strong
nucleus the Tribunes just may have
a shot at that. •

answered all questions, many of
which were already known by staff
members of the Monroe Doctrine.
"The Tribunes" he said when
asked the teams name, "its got a
ring to it, it's a brand new program,
and the school's long overdo" he
said. "The money isn't an issue to
me. At this point in my career I
don't need any extra money, and
I'd like to give something back to
my fans."
Kelly will be the first in this
school's history to coach an MCC
football team, one that he sees as
very promising. "The kids are
great, they've got a lot of talent
there, and have just been unable
to show it before now."
Kelly also sees the team as a way
to show-off some of what he believes to be "good coaching skills,"
"I believe that I can someday
coach in the NFL. I plan on run-

Wild Will of WMCC vows a victory against "those guys"

by HeWasA. Bill
Buffalo, NY
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News
Briefs
MCC Is #1
MCC ranked number one in
the Daffodil Sale for the American Cancer Society. The sale I
ran in the beginning of March ;
and benefited cancer research,
treatment, and education. The
Committee who sold daffodils
at MCC included Karen
McCandlish, Gina Cuccaor,
Jennifer Leonard, and Joyce
Medwin. They sold over $1,200
worth of daffodils, placing
MCC in the number one position for Monroe County. •

MCC Now
Hiring Peer
Leaders For
1997-1998
Applications arc now available at the Brighton Student
Center Desk, 3-113 or at the
Counseling Center, 1-231 and
Damon Student Services Office, 5-296 for 1997-1998 Peer
Leaders. If you will be returning to either.MCC campus this
Fall and want to help new students in the transition to community college life, consider
this unique part-time employment opportunity. Application
deadline is April 25. For more
information, call 292-2265,
292-2599,or262-1665. 0-

Business Dept.
Sells Most Stars
The Business department
sold the most stars for the
"Make A Wish Foundation" in
a contest thai was held from
February 24 through March 14.
Each department in the college
was sent stars to sell for a dollar each, the proceeds benefited
the "Make AWish Foundation".
Continued on Page 4

And I QuoteReality is merely an
illusion, albeit a very
persistent one.
-Albert Einstein

MCC Art Professor Exhibits
Work in New York
by Hill Sutton
Editor-in-Chief

that ran along one whole side of
the room. It is a string of paper
folded out to resemble pages from
a book. Each page contains different representations of memories,
combining o'd newspaper stories,
photographs, and other remembrances to form a quasi diary.
"People could relate to it in some
way," Hendrick said.
The gallery contains a room for
progressive works, where
Hendrick's art can be viewed.
Rather than being hung in traditional lines, the pieces are clustered
together forming a montage or col-

Student
Government
by Robert Ricks

lage of work that is symbolic of
Hendrick's work as a whole.
"It's a project. An installation. I
was pleased with the way it looked.
The space was the right size space
for it (the installation)," said
Hendrick. "Each piece is like a
brush stroke in a painting."
Most pieces combine paper and
plastic, photos, paintings, old
newsprint, and in one piece, Sin
Will Find You, a rusted handgun
fished from the bottom of a river.
Many of the pieces incorporated
much of Hendrick's self and his
Continued on Page 6

NEW YORK, NY.. March 22
— Most art is personal. Most artThis week's senate meeting beists put a little piece of their soul
gan on a rather somber note.
into their work.
Michael Dettman, (acting)
Either Joe Hendrick has a really
Speaker of the Senate, announced
big soul, or he puts in a little more
that Brian Schultheis, (Senator)
than most. His art is overflowing
was suspended. Dettman wasn't at
with sentiment and personal value.
liberty to acknowledge the offense
Maybe that's why his work is so
in which he has been charged, but
popular.
whatchamacallit told so and so,
"It inspires me to have somethat
it was for revealing top secret
thing personal to talk about," said
Senate
information to another club
Hendrick, an Associate Professor
or
committee.
Now you didn't
of Art at Monroe Community Colhear
that
from
me.
lege.
I believe Michael Dettman is
Hendrick's work can currently !
being
primed for the position of
be seen at The Kim Foster Gallery, j
Speaker of the Senate next year.
62 Crosby St., New York. An open- .
Carrie Cleavland: Speaker to the
ing reception was held Saturday.
Senate, allowed him to assume that
March 22.
position this week. He caressed
The show, Entries, displays
that gavel like it was his favorite
man) multi-media pieces created
G.I. Joe. He was given an opporby Hendrick.
tunity to use it early in the meetThe opening was a success, acing. After that, it was business as
cording to Hendrick. with over 300
usual. Personally I think he would
people turning out to view his
make a good Speaker.
work.
Dettman reported to the Senate,
"There were so many of my
i that we now have a new early alert
friends there, so many people I
system, which will replace the old
haven't seen for a long time,"
mid-term grade policy. It should go
Hendrick said.
into effect in the fall semester.
"There was a lot of good reMichelle Marvin CAB Coordinasponse to it. People wanted to talk
Joe
Hendricks,
MCC
Professor,
stands
with
his"Disappeared
Ones"
tor,
stated that Monte Carlo night
about The Book," he said
piece.
Its
one
of
several
from
his
multi-media
show,
"Entries.
"
was
a blazing success, and a check
The Book is one of his pieces
will be presented to. The Make a
Wish Foundation in the near future.
Now lets talk about: blunts,
joints, potato chips, candy bars,
by Erin Coyle
soda cans, Campus Security, and
the Exterior Brick Lounge. Now I
Easter can be an exciting or Bunny will have many more years tion of children better become am not inferring that this applies
traumatizing experience for young on this earth, so our future genera- more brave. <>
to every one that chills in the Brick
children. In this case it was
photo by Peter Matthews Lounge, by no means. But as a exfor the most part frightenContinued on Page 4
ing. After the line to see the
Easter Bunny began to
form, it soon shortened, as
7
Classified
the first ten kids quickly
disappeared. One child ex7-8
Entertainment
claimed while in hysterics,
11
Calendar
" Too scared, too scared
to go!"
3-6
News
I don't quite understand
9-10
Opinion
why it's so scary, but I'm
not in the child's shoes, so
11-12
Sports
I don't know what's going
7
Movies
through their minds as they
approach the Bunny. I supf*\
\f
The Monroe
pose if I saw a bunny twice
S./A—-/C.
Doctrine is printed
7 \
\. \
on recycled paper
the size of my pet rabbit, I'd
an
\A
\
(
/
d is recyclable in
feel a bit uncomfortable
Dobrynya Konplev was one of several children who where visited by
\f~^
Monroe County.
around it too. The Easter
the BSA 's Peter Cottontail last Friday.

Peter Cottontail Visits MCC
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Diabetes Testing At
Damon Campus

Let Me Introduce You To
Student Association Public
Relations and Monroe Doctrine
Co-Advisor Linda Gebhardt
I>Y Mania

AuClair

Any kind ol printed material,
livers, posters, ads, brochures or
invitations seen on campus, are
most likely done by Linda
Gebhardt. She docs the materials
for the Student Association, the
bookstore, athletics, the Child Care
Center, co-curricular activities,
CAB, student government, Performing Arts Organization and all
clubs.
Gebhardt has worked at MCC
for a little over a year. She develops and produces graphic solutions, is working on designing web
pages for many of the organizations on campus and supervises
practicum students for the Monroe
Doctrine .
After graduating from MCC in
1990, Gebhardt worked as a Technical Assistant in the Communications Department.
Gebhardt has also worked as a

graphic designer for Fairport Central School and at WROC-TV.
With a degree in Visual Communications/Graphic Design and
Printing from MCC, Gebhardt also
has a BA in Media Communication from SUNY Empire College
and is working on her Master of
Arts in Liberal Studies, consist-

News Briefs Continued from page 1
The Business department sold the
most stars with the Nursing Department coming in second, -v*

Phi Theta Kappa
Inducts New
Members
An induction ceremony is being
held for new members of the Phi
Theta Kappa Honor Society on
Sunday, April 6 at 3 p.m. in the Terrace. All faculty and staff members
are invited to attend. •

MCC Golf League
Looking For New
Members
Have you ever wanted to be on
a golf league? Well now is your
chance. An MCC Golf League is
being started at Durand Eastman

Golf Course on Wednesdays at
5:20 p.m., beginning May 7 and
continuing for 15 weeks. For more
information call Lisa Kaforey at
292-2195 or Mike O'Brien at 2922592. •

WMCC & 98 WPXY
To Play Benefit
Basketball Game
WMCC is hosting a benefit basketball game on Friday, April 4 at
6:00 - 9:00 p.m. in the gym, building 10. Proceeds will go to Alternative for Battered Women. The
game will feature players and
cheerleaders, comprised of
WMCC DJ's, Monroe Doctrine

by Christina Chnslman

MCC Damon City Campus students were greeted with a surprise
ing of multi cultural artist expres- as they arrived at their classes on
sion.
Tuesday, March 25. The American
Gebhardt has two sons, Brian, Diabetes Association had chosen
19, who is a student at Fredonia and the first floor atrium of the Damon
Jeffrey, 14, who attends Webster Campus as a prime location for
Middle School.
their Diabetes Alert Day.
Located in 3-107. Gebhardt's
Diabetes Alert Day is a nationworking hours are 8:00 a.m. to wide project of the American Dia4:00 p.m. •
betes Association, to bring diabetes awareness to people who do not
know about the disease. One of the
reasons the Damon Campus was
chosen was because of the diversity of people who go there.
We hold it at the Damon Campus because we're really trying to
reach the African American community, the Hispanic community
and the elderly who are very high
at risk for developing diabetes and
who need our help," said Beverly
Games, Program Manager for the
American Diabetes Association.
Diabetes Alert Day was brought
by the American Diabetes Association in conjunction with the six
Linda Gebhardt, MCC's Public- area hospitals that have diabetes
Relations and Monroe Doctrine
units. Games said their goal was
Co-Advisor. She designs posters, to educate people about diabetes
flyers and handouts for the
and to alert the 8 million people in
school's clubs and organizations.

Sure We Birild Amazu^liieme Parks,
Rut We Also Build Amazing Resumes.
R t B'

staff and faculty and staff members
of MCC. For more information,
stop by WMCC, 3-111.0-

Student Government Continued
Continued from Page I

pot head, I know that joints and
munches go together like reporters and pens, Senators and gavels,
college and books, but if it doesn't
apply, please let it fly. Two of the
topics at this week's Senate meeting were: smoking pot on campus,
and the inability of some of us to
pick up after ourselves in the
exterior and interior brick lounge.
Smoking pot on campus is an
offense punishable by at least
expulsion from college, never
mind the brain cells your frying.
Not picking up after yourselves
speaks of your character, and the
values implemented in your home.
Punishment should not be the motivating factor for you to do what
you know you should do, which
is. (pick up after yourselves). Removing the furniture from the exterior buck lounge is an option,
and was discussed.
Eva Williams: Round Table Co-

this country that do not know they
have diabetes.
Tests were offered on the site to
scan for symptoms of diabetes.
The tests included eye exams,
blood pressure and blood sugar
readings. People were also given
material to read about diabetes and
a phone number to call if they
needed more information.
In addition to the tests, there
were also doctors, nurses, certified
diabetes educators, dietitians, insulin manufacturers and meter
companies representatives on-site
to give information and advice.
Alert day was held from 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m. Games said about 500
people participated in the tests and
talked to the representatives.
"I think it's excellent. 1 think it's
one of the things that's really necessary and I think they do a great
job," said Shirley Sehnidman, one
of the participants.
For more information on diabetes, or to see if you are at risk for
diabetes, call 1-800-DIABETES
or visit the American Diabetes
Association home page at http://
www.diabetes.org.. <>

ordinator was concerned with the
lack of attendance of clubs and
organization to the Round Table
meetings. She was advocating for
stiffer punishments for those clubs
that are inconsistent in their attendance. Betty Stewart: advisor, suggested the implementation of a
policy that would reward the clubs
and organizations that attended
meetings regularly, which was
well received.
Senator Chris Schultheis, has
searched high and low looking for
a place for student's to hangout
between classes, and college hour.
This guy collects and spits out data
better than a computer. Buildings
1,2 and 10 seamed to have the most
unused space. Student activity fees
may be going up, at a rate ol
$ 3,2,2,andl which stands for dollars, and will be determined by
your individual credit hours.
That's all for this week. R & R
keeping is real. •

As part of

the Walt Disney
World* College Program,
you can do some pretty amazing things.
• Learn from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industry.
• Work behind the scenes at the world's number one vacation destination.
• Live with people from all over the world.
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience. You must attend our
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume now.
Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak Portugese.

INTO SESSION DATE: Wednesday, April « TIME: 6 pm LOCATION: Building 8, Room 200
FOR MORE INTO, CONTACT: Bill Sijismond (716) 292-2000
Also visit us at w w w career mosaic c o m / c m / w d w / w d w 1 .html
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An Overrated Film Sweeps The Oscars With 9 Awards
by Keith Wallher

Los Angeles, California was the going to win and that she deserved
setting for one of the most glam- the award. In terms of better perorous and popular events of the formances, though, either Joan
year. On Monday, March 24, all of Allen or Barbara Hershey should
the major motion picture stars have beaten the both of them. The
were in attendance at the 69th reason Lauren Bacall was nomiAcademy Awards, including mod- nated in the first place is that she
els, musicians and Mr. fashion has performed 53 years without
himself, Dennis Rodman. The receiving a nomination. This surgali. hosted by Billy Crystal, was prise set the groundwork for conpretty predictable with only a few quering of the Oscars by "The
English Patient."
exciting surprises.
This film went on to win an unThe opening segment of the
three and a half hour show was precedented nine awards, becomabsolutely hilarious. It was a com- ing the third most in history. Unpilation of clips from "The Empire fortunately though, only about half
Strikes Back" and the best picture of them were actually deserved.
nominees with Billy Crystal For instance, the Oscars for best
morphed into the main characters art direction and best film editing
of each film. Former host, David should have been awarded to
Letterman, also had a comical role "Evita" and "Fargo" respectively
in a clip of "The English Patient." and not to "The English Patient."
Crystal then went into a series of This film should not have even
funny melodies, describing the been nominated for the best sound
best picture nominees. His skits category, let alone win it. Either
were tremendous successes, mak- "Independence Day," "The Rock,"
ing for a very entertaining start to or "Twister" should have been the
what would be an extremely long recipient of that award.
evening. Crystal, who is no
At the end of the ceremony,
stranger to hosting the Oscars, has "The English Patient" walked
proven that he is the best host of away with the two most prestithis event so far.
gious awards, best director and
The highlight of the ceremony best picture. Director Anthony
was the acceptance speech by Minghella defeated the more deCuba Gooding, Jr., for earning the serving nominee, Joel Coen. Coen
first Oscar of the night as a sup- had to deal with many more comporting actor in "Jerry Maguire." plexities in the story of "Fargo,"
He delivered the most energetic and he was able to turn this true
acceptance speech since Jack story into a tremendous success.
Palance won for "City Slickers." Out of the possible best picture
It was a memorable moment that nominees, "Jerry Maguire" was
will give Cuba plenty of future the most deserving with the way it
opportunities to become a Holly- was able to draw laughter, tears
and romance from the audience.
wood favorite.
The biggest surprise of the Although, the best picture of the
evening arrived when Juliette year was easily "A Time to Kill,"
Binoche won the best supporting which was completely shut out of
actress award for "The English the Oscars. The reason for the
Patient" over the obvious favorite, many awards given to "The EnLauren Bacall. Binoche was glish Patient" is the fact that the
stunned herself, claiming she story is the easiest for the Acadfirmly believed that Bacall was emy to embrace.

Overall, the 69th Academy
Awards was entertaining to watch,
but cannot compare to the excitement and anticipation felt to see
"Bravcheart" win last year. It delivered a couple of special appearances for the audience. One was
by David Helfgott (the pianist por-

trayed in "Shine"), where he performed a beautiful piece on the
piano. The other was made by
Muhammad Ali, in which an Oscar winning documentary was created in honor of him. It was also a
treat to see the godfather of acting, Al Pacino, and the man with

This Years Oscar Winners
Best Picture
• "The English Patient"
Best Director
• Anthony Minghella ("The English Patient")
Best Actor
• Geoffrey Rush ("Shine")
Best Actress
• Frances
McDormand
("Fargo")
Best Supporting Actor
• Cuba Gooding, Jr. ("Jerry
Maguire")
Best Supporting Actress
• Juliette Binoche ("The English Patient")
Best Foreign Language Film
• Kolya, Czech Republic
Best Screenplay Based on
Previous Material

• Billy Bob Thornton ("Sling
Blade")
Best Screenplay Written Directly for the Screen
• Ethan Coen and Joel Coen
("Fargo")
Best Art Direction
• "The English Patient"
Best Cinematography
• "The English Patient"
Best Film Editing
• "The English Patient"
Best Visual Effects
• "Independence Day"
Best Original Dramatic Score
• "The English Patient"
Best Original Musical or Comedy Score
• "Emma"
Best Original Song

by Maddalenda Palluconi

Stop to look around MCC's Mercer Gallery the next time you pass
by. The Gallery is located between
Building's 4 and 12, right next to
the coffee bar. Kathleen Farrell,
Head of the Gallery, is displaying
art work from March 28 to April
25. The opening reception was held
on Friday, March 28 from 7-9 p.m.
The reception was open and free to
the public.
The Mercer Gallery was named
after a former student of MCC,
named Tom Mercer. He was a fa-

mous artist, poet and musician who
was tragically murdered.
The first art on display is by
sculptor Bruce Chapin who is putting on a solo show of waxed art.
Each of his dozen or more works
are made of styrofoam or wood
with melted wax and lead sheeting.
One of his works contains a
motorized squirrel and another, a
sparrow, that symbolizes life and
freedom. The theme of Chapin's art
was made in this statement, "the
journey has revealed a spiritual decline in the nature of man, accented

Choose from courses in 18 different majors
including new courses in biology, education,
English, political science, and psychology.
Classes are offered at convenient
times in three sessions:
FULL SESSION (10 weeks) begins May 27
SESSION I (6 weeks) begins May 27
SESSION II (6 weeks) begins July 7

ADVANCE SALE TICKETS ONLY - ON SALE UNTIL MARCH 26 at

MCC Damon City Campus Bookstore and
MCC Brighton Campus Student Center Service Desk
$207person with any current college student ID
$25/person all others
* Includes Dinner of International Foods, Dancing, Fashion Show,
Damon Step Team Performance & Mixed Cultural Music!
6:00 - HOTS d'oeuvres
7:00 - Dinner/Step Team Performance
9flO - Fashion Show
10:00-12.00 - Dancing

Sponsored by g ? Damon City Campus Student Association Advisory Board

• "You Must Love Me"
("Evita")
Best Costume Design
• "The English Patient"
Best Makeup
• "The Nutty Professor"
Best Sound
• "The English Patient"
Best Sound Effects Editing
• "The Ghost and the Darkness" |
Best Documentary Feature
• "When We Were Kings"

Best Documentary Short
Subject
• "Breathing Lessons: The Life
and Work of Mark O'Brien
Best Short Film-Animated
• "Quest"
Best Short Film-Live Action
• "Dear Diary"

Opening Reception At Mercer Gallery

Make the most
of your summer...
study at Fisher!

SATURDAY, MARCH 29,1997 * 6 PM - 12 Midnight
HARROEAST * 400 Andrews Street at Liberty Pole Way

the rubber face, Jim Carrey,
present awards on this splendid
evening. This year's Academy
Awards marked a severe shift in
the types of movies being honored.
It was the year of the independent
film. Below is a list of the 1')%
Oscar winners. •<>

The Summer Course Offering List will be
available beginning March 20th.
Registration begins Tuesday, March 25th,
in the Office of Continuing Education.

STJOHN

FTSHFR

by an increase in the use, reliance
and worship of technology."
' Chapin's background includes a
degree in Fine Arts and Painting
from RIT, but he is also a high
school teacher of design in New
York City. Bruce Chapin also stated
how creating art was a
discovery process for him. "Painting did not fulfill my needs,
I needed to be more 3-dimensional,
and I could say more with my
sculptures," Bruce Chapain said in
his free time, he enjoys spending
time with his two young children,
reading, and playing basketball. •

Dear Phi Theta Kappans,
You are invited to the upcoming Phi Theta Kappa Student/
Faculty Social. The Spring
Student/Faculty Social will
be held on Thursday, May 1"
at 4 p.m. This is the time to
celebrate scholarship, fellowship and the installment of
new officers in an informal
atmosphere. Refreshments
will be served in the Faculty
Dining Room where we will
eat, drink and enjoy conversation with faculty members
andfellow students. So, invite
yourfavorite faculty member
and mark your calendar.
More information is forthcoming. Ifyou have any questions, please contact:
Christine B. Mills
Secretary
254-3104
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Student's Say What Is April Fools ? Professor Hendricks
What are you going to
do on April Fools'
Day?
compiled by Christina Christman

"We're going to send a bag of
warm manure to the public safety
office."- Tom & Jerrv

"I don't know."-Tracy Hedrick

hx Christina Christman
Every year on April 1, people
from all around the globe play
tricks and jokes on one another to
celebrate April Fools' Day. What
is April Fools' Day and how did it
come about?
Although the exact origin of
April Fools' Day is not known,
there is one accepted explanation
that began in France.
Before 1564, New Year's in
France was celebrated on the Vernal Equinox. For all you non-Science majors, that is when the night
and day arc equal, or the beginning
of summer, which is around
March 21.
In 1564. King Charles IX
changed the calendar which also
changed New Year's to January
1. Those people who did not
change and celebrate New Year's
on January 1 were called "April
Fools."
There are several theories as to
why people play jokes on each
other on April Fools.'

One theory says that people
made fun of, played jokes on and
sent fake gifts to "April Fools"
because of their refusal to recognize the new calendar.
Another theory of April Fools'
Day comes from the mythological
festival of Cerelia. This is an ancient Roman feast celebrating the
story of Proserpina and her mother
Ceres.
Proserina was gathering lilies in
the valley when she was kidnapped
by the Roman God, Pluto. Ceres
began a futile search for her daughter which has become known as a
"fools errand."
April Fools' Day is celebrated
all over the world, although sometimes other countries celebrate it
on other days. For example, in
Mexico it is December 28. Other
examples include ancient Rome,
when it was March 25, and in
India when it is March 3 1.
In America, April Fools' Day
has become a time to play jokes
on friends and family in good
natured fun. •

Exhibit Continued
Continued from Page 3
life, including pictures of him and
his family, locks of his father's
curls and his father's old shaving
brush.
Hendrick says he likes mixed
media. He likes art that has a texture, that you can pick up and feel.
"It's a variety of frames, a variety of texture, depth and size," he
said.
The "feeling" has a double
meaning. His art can be felt physically, but it also can felt emotionally. Hendrick's memories seem to
invoke memories of your own.
sentimentally reminding you of the
pleasures and also the realities of
life.
Hendrick sold three pieces during the opening, and expects to sell
more as the show continues.
Some things weren't for sale,
however, they were too personal.
The box containing his father's

curls, the shaving brush, and pictures of his children were just included to be a part of the installation as a whole.
Hendrick, 62, has been teaching
at MCC since 1974.
"I like the people here, I like the
people I work with and I like the
students," he said.
He holds a Master of Arts and
Liberal Studies degree from
Brockport University and the Visual Studies Workshop with a concentration in artists books and writing.
He has exhibited his work in
galleries from Rochester to New
York to Chicago and even in Iran.
His work has appeared on book
covers, album covers and pages in
Playboy magazine.
He was a founding member of
the Pyramid Art Center, New Beat
Poetry Project and the Surrealist
Club of Rochester and Europe. -O-

How to get
from MCC...
"Beat the system and spread the
love of Blowpops."- John Barrett

to a
bachelor's
degree.
1 f you want to get on the road to a
four-year degree, make SUNY Brockport your
next stop.

•

"Every day is April F o o l s '
Day."- Matt Briggs

"I don't know."- Katv Citron

We're proud of our 130-year heritage as a
public university - and the way we cater to
transfer students.
• Admissions and advisement staff
dedicated solely to transfers
• One of the most advanced degree
auditing systems in the country for a smoother academic transition
• Unique summer orientation program
- the most effective, convenient way to
launch your Brockport career
• New! The Transfer Living Option residence hall activities and programs
uniquely geared to your interests
130 proud years of public higher education

Visit us at www.brockport.edu
"We're going to do the good old
whoopee cushion trick, it's
classic."- Sweet n Sour w/Sugar

• A strong transfer population live, study, work with your peers
And only SUNY Brockport can offer you the
Best Buy Guarantee^ - and a range of convenient payment options, including our new
monthly plan.
Visit SUNY Brockport during our
Saturday Information Open House Events on
April 19 and 26. Call to reserve your seat:
(716)395-2751.
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This Week
At The Movies
"Selena'

"The English Patient" Marks a
Breakthrough for Independent Films

On The Verge Of Greatness
by Tracy Destine

by Keith Walther

Drama, love, passion, and tragedy make up the emotional tale of
"The English Patient." Director
Anthony Minghella. who also
wrote the screenplay, does a masterful job with a very complicated
plot. He also has a talented cast of
actors to make his job a little easier.
The movie, set during World
War II, focuses on the story of
Almasy (Ralph Ficnnes), a pilot
thought to be of English origin. His
plane is shot down in northern Africa, and he receives severe burns
all over his body. For the remainder of his waning life, the pain and
suffering he must endure is lessened by Hannah (Juliet Binoche).
She is a troubled nurse, who
strongly believes that her life is
cursed, since everyone she has
ever been close to has died. The
two of them take up shelter in a
demolished building, where several subplots develop.
Having lost the memory of his
life in the plane crash, scenes from
the past slowly return to Almasy,
creating
flashbacks
and
flashforwards throughout the film.
He begins to recall the budding
romance between himself and
Katherine (Kristin Scott Thomas)
in the deserts of Africa several
years before the crash. They were
there on a mission for England to
explore the region of Northern
Africa. The friendship became a
passionate affair (she was married
to the chief researcher of the expedition). Their love is incomparably strong, making the story very
emotional when tragedy arises.
Another romance arises between
Hannah and a soldier, keeping the
audience's interest.

The English Patient'

in search of the man who severed
his thumbs, so he can get his revenge. This leads him to the decrepit building in Italy and Almasy.
He uncovers terrible deeds Almasy
did out of love for Katherine. including being a traitor and informing the Germans of David.
The very complex plot structure
is well-organized, creating a natural fluidity that otherwise should
not be there with all of the jumping around the movie does. The
film docs lack something in the
entertainment department, since
the audience needs the first hour
of the 160 minute movie just to
learn who the characters are. The
beginning of the movie was rather
slow, but it picks up speed and a
powerful ending ensues. Anthony
Minghella will probably earn an
Oscar nomination for directing this
intriguing tale.

Every once in a while, a performer comes along that touches
the lives of many people. Selena
Quintanilla Perez (Jennifer Lope/,)
was just that person.
Unfortunately, her life ended
tragically at 23, when she was shot
to death by the founder of her fan
club, in 1995.
Selena was just about to release
her first American album "Dreaming Of You." Despite what you
might have thought, Selena was
born and raised in Texas, long before her success as a Tejano star.
Her father Abraham (Edward
James Olmos) was a failed musician, who forced his kids into
forming a band, when they would
rather be playing outside. To top
that off he would not let them sing
the music they wanted to, like
Donna Summer.
They learned to like performing
and became "Selena y los Dinos"
( ... and the Dinos.) With Selena,
only 9 years old, upfront, they took
the show on the road.
Success did not come for some
time, but when it did, there was a
lasting impression. This in turn led
to a tour in Mexico which meant
Selena would have to learn to
speak their language. Everyone

The acting performances are
solid with Kristin Scott Thomas
shining above the rest. She is also
likely to receive a nomination for
best actress. Willem Dafoe delivers a breakthrough performance
that will finally land him some big
starring roles in the near future.
The scenery and costumes go
along so well with the story, making the film interesting and believable. The romance and passion in
this movie dwarf any other romance made this year.
"The English Patient" receives
by Chad Edwards
a rating of -k-k-k-k out of a posThe new fad in Rochester area
sible 5. It is a wonderful experitheaters seems to be stadium seatence for a mature and intellectual
ing. Tinseltown USA in Gates
audience. It is a film that is a bit
opened this past fall, boasting staoverrated, and you will need a lot
! dium seating, three huge concesof patience to see it. "The English
sion stands, a cafe, pizza parlor,
Patient" will most likely receive a
video arcade and tons more.
David (Willein Dafoe) is a thief plethora of Oscar nominations. • Henrietta Cinema 18 opened on
March 21, boasting just the same.
Heralded as the largest theater in
New York state, they are not referring to the auditorium sizes, but the
292-2492 or 292-2540
number of screens. Just like
$3.00 FOR 28 WORDS
Tinseltown, Henrietta Cinema 18
Only a few restrictions apply.
Advertising forms must be filled out and are available at the
has stadium seating.
MD office; just stop by to pick one up. All ads will be edited for
Tinseltown was not thefirstthegrammar, spelling, and content. •$•
ater around here to feature stadium
HELP WANTED: MEDIHousing: Four Bedroom
seating. The Regal Cinema in VicCAL + DENTAL OFFICE POlivingroom, diningroom, eat in
SITIONS. MED-SCRIBE Inc.
kitchen, two full baths. Near
is an employment agency + a
Cornhill and innerloop. 52
temporary service specializing
Bronson Ave. DSS and Section
in Medical + Dental office
8 accepted. Any questions call
placements. Take your next caJohn Lightfoot at 464-9007.
reer step or apply for vacation
* Arc you interested
in continuing your
work by calling 262-3668 or
High School streak?
fax resumes to 262-3694.
* Arc you looking loi
(agency, no fees.)
a little Mat- lime?
Wanted: People who love to
*
Do you want to get into
Tutor: Professional writer of
travel and make $$. Work from
shape ior summer''
English. B.A. English Certifihome as an independent travel
* Or are you just plain
cate in Communications & Proagent with no liability. No cominterested?
fessional Writing from RIT.
puter necessary. Call now for
Contact:
Rates negotiable. Call James <3> free info, 1-800-333-1294.
Dan Leacii at 323-1036 01
Collin Cress al 872-0020
(716)-442-0750.
Leave message code 80.

Classified Ads

thought that she was born in
Mexico and spoke fluently.
Selena continued to grow in
popularity, facing few challenges.
Writer/director Gregory Nava, portrayed her as a loving and caring
young girl, who was trying to
achieve her dreams of everyone
listening to her music and wearing clothes she designed.
One minor problem happened
when she fell for a bum musician,
Chris Perez (Jon Seda) who was
in her band. The two fell in love
and got married, ignoring her
father's disapproval.
Things started to fall into place.
Her father learned to accept her
marriage, she won a Grammy, had
her own salon (where she started
designing a line of clothing) and
she was on the verge of becoming
the next Janet Jackson.
After showing all this, we see
footage of a news report informing everyone that Selena had been
murdered by the president of her
fan club. The film then blacks in
and out with images of the family
hearing the devastating news at the
hospital.
To close the film, we watch a
music montage of the real Selena
Q. Perez and her adoring fans. The

beauty of this film is how Nava
made us forget that Selena was
dead. You watch the movie and
know the ending isn't happy, yet
you still are surprised at what has
happened.
Lopez did a wonderful job portraying the late star. While watching the end clips, it is hard to tell
that they are of the Selena and not
Lopez, She had an uncanny resemblance to the Tejano star and
earned the right to play her. Keep
a lookout for Lopez, who is currently starring in both "Blood and
Wine" and "Anaconda".
The rest of the cast also did a
wonderful job. Prior to this, Jon
Seda has only had small parts in
films like "Primal Fear" and "12
Monkeys". He too has proven
strong acting ability to watch for
in future films. And of course,
Edward James Olmos did a respectable job portraying Abraham.
This film is one to check out.
"Selena" is enjoyable, with good
acting, a great soundtrack and a
message that if you reach for the
stars you can achieve you dreams.
I give this film -k-k-k-k and a half
out of five. It seemed to show a
pretty true to fact story of a star
that faded to soon. -0-

Coming Soon To A Town Near You
tor also has stadium seating in certain auditoriums. Henrietta Cinema is also a Regal theatre.
So what's so great about this theater? And why should you go to
the Regal in Henrietta over
Tinseltown or other area theaters.
There is not much difference
from the Regal to Tinseltown.
Well, evening prices are .25 cents
cheaper at Tinseltown, the seats
rock back and forth, you have
more leg room, the armrests are
longer and overall it's a bigger theater. A good reason to go to the
Regal theatre is, it's closer for a
lot more people.
People are willing to drive fur-

Monroe Community College

ther to have a bigger selection of
films and to pay a little less than
the $7.00 you would have to pay
at the Sony Theatre 12 Plex in
Webster, to see a movie and not
have your butt ache after the
movie. Sony by the way, is going
back to being called Loews
Theatres.
Right now, the Regal is showing more independent films, such
as "Smilia's Sense of Snow," "The
English Patient" and "Sling
Blade." That may change once the
Oscar buzz has faded, but it allows
people to see these types of films
on a bigger screen and more comfortable seating than at the Little
Theatre.
The Regal 18 does have an arcade, cappuccino, popcorn, pretzels, a screen showing previews in
the lobby, an indoor box-office and
nice auditoriums, but Tinseltown
just spoiled everyone in Rochester by having just a little bit more
than Regal.
I'm sure that the Regal will do
fine until the next big theater in
Rochester opens, which will be in
Irondequoit, and Loews in Webster
is planning to expand. Both of
these coming soon to a town
near you! •
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A Brief Bio Of 3 Man Rhythm
by Driel Thompson

3 man rhythm consists of 2
brothers (Rod and Driel Thompson) and their cousin Eric "ELove" Franklin. Growing up in a
musical environment has helped
them to become the entertainers
they are. They have done numerous shows and e\en appeared on
channel 13'sManj Voices, Many
Visions TV show
Driel, who composes most of
their music anc; who writes those
sweet love lyric s has appeared in
the motion picture 'Minges Alley."
filmed right here in Rochester. He
has also been in a Kodak commercial and a Colors of Benetton advertisement. He iikes the modeling, but he loves composing and
entertaining more
Rod or "Hot Rod" is the lyric
writing phenomenon. The lyrics he
writes touch the social issues that
plague society. The brother is deep.
Just listen to the lyrics in what he
writes. He will have you thinking.
He is also spokesperson at many

by Fred Donald

The CD of the album Hemispheres by the rock group Rush,
was produced in 1978 by Rush and
Terry Brown. This album was
Members of 3 Man Rythm,Rod and Driel Thompson and
manufactured by Polygram
Eric "E-Love " Franklin are scheduled to preform at MCC
Records, under the Polygram
of the City area schools, speaking finishing up the production of their Record Label. Lead Singer and
and telling our younger genera- debut album entitled "tunnel vision bassist Getty Lee, has undergone
tions about the effects drugs can 97." These three young brothers a major transformation in how his
cause.
are a positive, motivating force voice sounds from the early days
Eric or "E-Love" is also a lyri- that try to give our younger gen- of the bands history. He has a
cist. His microphone skills are dy- erations something to strive for and much clearer, more harmonious
namic. He also goes to City area through the power of music, their voice on more recent album titles
schools to speak on drugs and vio- music, they hope to achieve this like Moving Pictures than from
older albums, for example 2112.
lence. 3-Man rhythm is currently objective, -vTogether with Guitarist Alex
Lieson and drummer Neal Pert,
they make up one of this era's most
formidable rock bands of the late
70's and early 80's.
b\ Justin Holt arguably their most popular and pyrotechnics.
Of all of albums this band has
The sound of James Hetfield's
From the opening riff of "Say certainly one of their most powerWhat", Metallica let their fans ful, was accompanied by a great voice was a little muted partially produced, this by far, is the most
know exactly what to expect the deal of heart wrenching explosions because of the sound system and musically inclined talent wise.
The first song, Armageddon, is
entire night. It was to be a night' that once again had the crowd roar- partially because thousands of fans
a
song spelling the end of the
were
passionately
screaming
at
the
of heavy rock the way that only ing. Metallica did touch on their
world.
It is a powerfully played
top
of
their
lungs
every
single
Metallica can do it.
two most recent albums,
instrumental
by all three members
word
to
each
and
every
song.
Tuesday, March 24, hard rock's "Metallica" (or the Black Album)
of
the
band,
especially
by guitarHowever
the
precise
guitar
playmost prominent band gathered at and the die-hard fan disappointing
ist
Alex
Lieson.
He
takes
the lead
ing
of
Kirk
Hammett
and
the
crazy
However it was
the Marine Midland Arena ion "Load".
as
the
bass
and
vocals
in
the
backbass
stringing
of
Jason
Newsted,
Buffalo. Like mentioned before Metallica's goal to please the
as well as the drumming of the best ground come in behind right on
the tone was set early on what to crowd and that is what they did.
expect. They asked the sold out
The stage was like no other that in the world, Lars Ulrich, it made key. There is a drum solo and cymbals played that rings in your ears
crowd if they wanted the heavy this concert goer has seen before. up for any muted vocals.
The show in it's entirety left ev- at songs end.
music and to a thunderous return Their was a main stage towards the
The second song. Dionysus, is a
that nearly brought down the walls, north of the arena floor, while a ery single "real" Metallica fan like
that's exactly what they got.
smaller one was to the south. Each myself pleased. From the open- song about this Greek Olympia
Metallica focused their attention had a revolving drum set, numer- ing band, Corrosion of Confor- god of wine. It is about the confor the most part on their first four ous microphones, and each had mity,.whogainedalotof new fans, flicting struggle of the gods upon
albums, "Kill 'Em All", "Master four gigantic light fixtures. These to the explosive conclusion to the Mount Olympus and earth's physiof Puppets", "Ride The Light- light fixtures played a big part in a song of "Motorbreath", Metallica cal plane of existence. The conning", and "...And Justice For All". skit during the song "Enter Sand- proved that they still are the un- flict is started on Mount Olympus
Songs like "Seek and Destroy", man" towards the end of the show. disputed kings of hard rock. In and ends up upon the earth, chang"For Whom The Bell Tolls", "Fade Portions of the north stage were set terms on entertaining the fans and ing the atmospheric hemispheres
To Black", and Creeping Death" on fire and a man ran across stage fulfilling their musical needs this around them. You hear lead singer
were ripped through the speakers in flames. Although it was easy to show was how many fans de- Lee very clearly as this song leads
much to the liking of the hordes of detect their faulty fatality, the fans scribed it, "Perfect!" <>
chanting fans. The song "One", roared in compliance with their

Fade From Black

into Armageddon which depicts
the last battle to bring man face lo
face with final annihilation. He
talks about Dionysus driving bun
to the point of madness.
The third song, Apollo, is a song
that depicts sentient awareness as
a disembodied spirit in an
inlerdimensional nexus between
our reality and the aperture that
leads to the realm of the gods. He
is the god of the sun. The song
depicts the battle first taking place.
It seems that the first six songs go
with the theme of the gods of
Olympus as they strive to gain the
most worshippers of ordinary mortal men on earth. Besides Zeus,
he posses more energy wielding
and manipulative powers than any
of the gods of the parthenon. In
Biblical Christian terms, he is symbolically represented as the red
dragon god of the sun or Lucifer.
I envision the atmospheric heavens as turning a fiery red as these
demigods clash with one another
as I listen to this song from a
worldly perspective. But as a
Christian, I see the bibles account
in the book of Revelations of the
moon turning red to be synonymous with the lyrics of this particular song. Mankind will have
to someday face this nightmarish
scenario as they will have to come
to terms with the reality of biblical truths.
I give this CD a four out of a
possible five rating. It's probably
one of the best albums this group
has produced. This is a classic
collectors CD for people who wish
to have vintage rock music as part
of their collection. •

Daniel Hill: Native American Flute Player And Speaker
photo by Peter Matthews
by Christina Christman

On Wednesday, March 26,
students in the Forum were entertained by Native American flute
player and speaker Daniel Hill.
Hill played several songs on his
flutes. Although the songs did not
have words, the title of each song
had a story behind it that Hill
shared. His songs included "Aquifer," "In honor of Life-giver" and
"The Call Is to You." Hill not only
played the flute, but also shared his
own personal experiences, told
stories, and shared the traditions
and cultural of Native American
people. He also spoke about important issues affecting Native American people, including an upcoming
vote on the taxing of Native Ameri-

can land.
Hill makes all of his own flutes.
He said he became interested in
makingfluteswhen he was younger
but soon found out that in order to
make them, he would have to learn
how to play them first.
After he learned how, he began
playing in public and found that
during his performances he also
had a chance to speak out about issues important to him.
"The flute can help open the
doors for a lot of things that are not
necessarily in the mainstream," he
said. Winter Night Song and
Waterlands of Turtle Island are the
two tapes Hill made. Both of the
tapes were produced by Hoopa.
Hill gave a wonderful, inspiring

performance. This was contrasted
by the negative audience participation and the rude behavior of several individuals.
"I wish that the students at MCC
had given a little bit more respect,"
said Sunset Mercedes, a student at
MCC. "In the future I just would
like to see them show a little bit
more respect for people who are
performing. It was very distracting.
It makes you kind of uneasy to invite someone here. I think we owe
people like that an apology."
The Native American Club at
MCC sponsored Hjll to come.
Vicenta Alguero, speaker of the
club, said she has personally seen
Hill before and enjoyed his performances. "I like the way that he talks

Flutist and speaker Daniel Hill preforms in the Forum.
and the stories that he tells along
Hill plays all over the country. He
with the music, it really touches my also frequently plays in the area. He
heart," she said.
does play at Ganondagan often. •
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SUBMISSION
INFORMATION
The Monroe Doctrine accepts
or consideration for publication
articles, letters of opinion, phoographs, and art pieces by any
current student, faculty, or staff
member. If you have something
hat you would like to submit,
you should direct it to the attenion of the appropriate section
editor (editors' names appear in
each edition of the paper) and
either put it in campus mail
addressed to the Monroe Docrine or drop it in the box near
he MD office door.

Editorial
Down The Road
stop: Olson's guidebook to the
Censorship At MCC? Next
International Highway

The Monroe Doctrine is facing
two examples of possible censorship by the Administration at
MCC.
The first involves our proposed
Web J'agc and the second issue
involves editorial content in our
opinion section of the newspaper.
The Administration at MCC has
proclaimed certain restrictions and
guidelines that all web pages must
conform to in order to be placed
on the school's server. This smacks
of censorship.
A student newspaper Web page
is a student publication and legally
has the same First Amendment
rights that our newspaper now enjoys.
It is because of these restrictions
that we are choosing to subscribe
to an outside server with no connection to the College.
To be fair, it must be mentioned
that the school has not set guidelines based on content, but rather
mostly on style. They do, however,
insist on reviewing and thus allowing or disallowing pages to be
posted.
It would be real easy for us to
conform to their guidelines.
It would be real easy to ignore
the guidelines as just an interest in
conformity, in the school's desire
to have a consistent Web page.
It would be easy except that it
sets a bad precedent. If we agreed
to their standards, we would be, in
essence, giving editorial control to
the administration of the school.
We can not, in good faith, do this.
So, to avoid the whole situation,
we will simply rent space on another server. Who loses'.' We get
our page up.
The other issue of possible cen-

sorship centers around a column
written by one of our editorial writers, David Kostecke, a couple of
weeks ago, called, "Pissed Off At
The Administration."
Apparently, certain administrators didn't like this column.
These administrators disliked
the column so much that have begun to put certain pressures on the
editorial staff of the MD, as well
as Student Center Advisors and
Faculty Advisors to the MD .
It has even been suggested that
we should no longer have editorial control over our newspaper,
that our advisors should have the
option of approving what we write
(prior review).
Our advisors don't want this
option. They understand that we
have a free press that is protected
by the First Amendment and the
laws of the United States.
According to the Student Press
Law Center, an advocacy group for
student publications, The Supreme
Court decided in 1969 that school
publications are protected under
the First Amendment.
They further state that, "The
courts have ruled that if a school
creates a student news or information medium and allows students
to serve as editors, the First
Amendment drastically limits the
school's ability to censor. Among
the censoring actions that the
courts have prohibited are confiscating copies of publications, requiring prior review, removing
objectionable material, limiting
circulation, suspending editors and
withdrawing or reducing financial
support."
Sounds good to us. •

Special MCC Appearance!!

TIBETAN
PEACE
MARCHERS
ON A MARCH FROM TORONTO TO NEW YORK
TIBETAN PEACE MARCHERS INFORM AUDIENCES
ABOUT THE IMPACT OF CHINA'S GRIP ON TIBET,
CHINA'S ROLE IN SELECTING THE PANCHEN LAMA,
THE DISNEY-CHINA-TIBET CONNECTION AND TIBET'S
QUEST FOR FREEDOM FROM CHINA. SPEAKERS WILL
INCLUDE TAKSTER RINPOCHE (BROTHER OF DALAI
LAMA)

"Reality is
what refuses
to }>° oway

when 1 stop
believing in
it"
-P.K. Dick
Hello, and welcome to another
edition of Down the Road. This
week's topic of interest is the aspect of Internet Chatrooms.
Chatroom's are places on the
internet that have an 'open forum'
structure (like a town meeting)
which allows more than one user
to communicate to the other users
in the virtual 'room' or send personal, one on one messages to another user. These places are one
of the things that make the World
Wide Web and other Internet networks unique amongst the other
media forms (TV, newsprint, ect.)
because you are able to get instant
feedback from another person
from any where in the world.
Granted, you can do this with a
telephone, but you usually use the
phone to talk to people you know,
not to meet new people( would you
call someone from Mongolia that
you don't know for the heck of it?
If so, Rochester Telephone and
AT&T would love to have you as
a customer).
This Net feature can bring out
the best and worst in Internet. The
best parts is the ability to communicate with other people from different points on the globe with out
the standard prejudgments that
come up in a face to face meeting.
This is due to the fact that the only
thing you, as the user, have only
the other users words to discriminate by, not a person's color, sexual
preference, body weight, ect. For
those of us who use these rooms
respectfully, this feature can be a
cool way to learn about different
places and experiences from other
people you would never give the

time of day to in any other form of
communication.
Once you enter the Net, it's very
easy to hide your true identity from
the rest of the Net travelers. In
most chatrooms, the only thing the
provider asks of you is your handle
(the name that will appear in the
ehatroom) and an E-mail address,
which usually the other people in
the ehatroom can't access (write
back to). This leaves the door right
open for those people who would
lie about themselves (exaggerate)
in order to get what they want out
of some unsuspecting participant.
Weather it be for money or for
other more sinister purposes, the
fact is that you( as the viewer) are
vulnerable to these kind of Net
users if you don't protect yourself.
Believe it or not, people will
pass alone SS #'s and even phone
numbers in these rooms, which is,
in my own view, someone who is
looking for trouble.
A simple rule of thumb is to
Never broadcast your real name or
other personal information (such
as your home address, home
phone number, or Social Security
number) in a chat area or room, no
matter how private the room might
be. If you are talking to someone
who you want to stay in contact
with, I would suggest you sign up
with an E-MAIL service for a separate E-MAIL account dedicated for
any chat room pals (make sure that
the service you choose sends no
more than your real name along
with the message you are sending.
Even if the person knows your true
name, it would be very difficult to
trace you to where you live).
If you have any questions, comments, or story ideas you can get a
hold of me via E-mail at
boomstickjames@hot.com, drop a
letter off in the Letter to the Editor
mailbox outside of the MD office
(marked DTR response), or talk to
the guy in the photo above. Thank
You For Reading! -O-

AT THE
BOOKSTORE

FRL, APRIL 4
12-1PM rm. 5-100
SPONSORED BY SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
WITH SUPPORT FROM HOLOCAUST/ GINOCIDK STUDIES PROJECT

Join faculty from the MCC Technology Programs

lease be sure to include your
name and a phone number at
which you can be reached on all
correspondence to the paper.

to learn about careers in:
• Civil • Construction • Electrical • Instrumentation
• Manufacturing • Mechanical • Optical • Quality •
• Telecommunications •

The Opinions expressed in the
Monroe Doctrine do not necessarily reflect those of the Motive Doctrine, the Student body,
he Administration, or the Faculty of MCC. •

Wednesday, April 9,1997
Noon-1:OOpm (College Hour)
Career Resource Center
Room 1-231

J

by Jason Olson

OMIOE COMMUIITY

IS 20% OFF
SALE BEGINS MARCH 5TH
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Student Senate Power Play
Over Budgets?

vertising revenue of $6,000. At the tion combined with a community
same time, an expense of $6,000 spirit that will injure that clubs and
for equipment and supplies would organizations will not be hurt by
also be added to offset the extra this measure.
income.
Again, it seems logical to me
This arrangement has bothered
So, early this year, I began
by Bill SlttUm
Our original budget, which that if you reduce our budget, you
Editor-in-Chief me since I took over as Editor three speaking to the Student Center Cleveland and the media commit- can increase their budgets to insemesters ago.
staff and also to members of the tee had already approved, would clude publicity. In effect, we would
Well, it seems the little rascals
We sell the ad. We print the ad. Senate about having this money remain untouched to protect the still be supported by the Associaare at it again.
We should earn all the money. It deposited directly into our account. MD in case the revenue wasn't tion, but our definition of duties
Carrie Cleveland has threat- seems like simple logic to me.
At first, Senator Carrie Cleve- earned.
would be clearer and we wouldn't
ened the Monroe Doctrine by sayThe other reason it bothered me land was very agreeable to us reThen next year, the system could have to feel beholden to student
ing that if I, or my representative, is that I always imagined the news- ceiving the full 100 percent of the be evaluated to determine whether government.
don't appear before the Senate on paper making steps towards sup- money. Then she began to change or not our budget from the AssoApparently, this all seems too
Tuesday, they will not pass our porting itself financially.
the numbers around, offering dif- ciation should be decreased, thus complicated to the Senators bebudget Tor next year.
making us a little bit more inde- cause according to Cleveland, we
I don't know if this would ever ferent percentages.
They don't have a concern over be possible. It costs a lot of money
It seemed that anytime she pendent and also saving the Asso- must appear before the Senate on
the budget. In tact. Speaker Cleve- to print the paper every week. Our wanted the MD's support on an is- ciation money (they're losing Tuesday or they won't approve our
land sat on the Media budget com- operating expenses run approxi- sue, she would increase her offer. money now due to decreased en- budget for next year.
mittee that approved the budget. mately $ 18,000 per year. Our maThis would be an illegal act on
We met last week with Dick rollment and are planning to raise
They arejusi being vindictive.
jor expense is $ I 3,000 in printing Ryther, Director of The Student your student fees next year).
the part of the Senate. If you read
Let me explain what's been go- costs.
A concern raised at the meeting the other editorial in this week's
Center; Doug Brown, Associate
ing on.
That budget doesn't include the Director, Student Center; Rose- by President Lyons and also by paper, you will see that there are
The Monroe Doctrine charges office, computers, insurance, mary Lubey, Business Manager, Speaker Cleveland was the issue Supreme Court precedents that
outside advertisers for printing ads phone lines, etc. which are all paid Student Center; Carrie Cleveland, of free advertising for student prohibit removing our funding. It
in the newspaper. The rate is com- by the Student Association.
would be censorship in its purest
and Stan Lyons, Student Associa- clubs and organizations.
parable with other college newsIt would be a lot to try to come tion President. We talked about the
I assured them both that because form.
papers: five dollars per column up with, but the paper should be advertising money and our desire all clubs/orgs had already proI think the real question is why
inch of advertisement.
as close to independence as it can to make steps towards indepen- posed budgets for next year, then is the Senate so concerned about
We also run several ads for clubs get. The major reason is to protect dence.
we would continue to provide free this issue? Could it be that they arc
and organizations on campus. the newspaper itself.
We came to, what I believe, was advertising. Then, next year, we just trying to punish us for comThese ads account for approxiMany college newspapers pay as a fair compromise. We decided that would inform the clubs that the ing up with a solution to the quesmately 75% of our ads.
much of their own expenses as the MD should dissolve its previ- following year we would begin tion of the advertising money that
The money earned from these possible to avoid the government ous agreement with The Senate charging for ads at a substantially didn't include our begging for it
from them?
ads has traditionally been divided holding the money over their head whereby we were splitting the reduced rate.
between The MD which deposits (which The Senate proved they are money 50 - 50.
Cleveland herself admitted that
We are under no obligation to
its share in a capital equipment quite capable of doing a year ago
Instead, we would be considered provide free ads for anyone. The it's in the original MD charter that
account and the other half goes last December when they closed a profit making organization. A idea that we should be is blatant the newspaper should eventually
become self-supporting. So what's
back into the Student Association's down the old MD, and appear to line item on our budget would be censorship.
general fund.
be doing now).
We do, however, feel an obliga- the problem, Senator? •
added to show our estimated ad-

Hottest Objects Are The Coolest
by Dave Kostecke

In science
controversy is a
sign oi minds at
work. Consider
astronomy: quasars, also known
as Quasi-Stellar
Objects, are
thought by most astronomers to be
the hottest and brightest objects in
the known universe, but a handful
of astronomers are in vociferous
dissension. All agree that quasars
are cool.
As described by John Noble
Wilford of the New York Times on
November 20, 1996. "The working hypothesis has been that quasars occur at the cores of galaxies
where black holes, concentrations
of mass with incredible gravitational strength, gobble up surrounding stars and gases. The
black hole's gravity heats up the
material it is devouring, sometimes
producing the energies that outshine galaxies of hundreds of billions of stars."
In 1994 the Hubble Space Telescope was used to study 14 quasars for the purpose of imaging
their "host galaxies." It was postulated that quasars must reside
within galaxies because that is the
only way enough fuel could be
provided for the luminous output
of a billion stars. According to the
May. 1995 issue of Discover
Magazine, "As astronomers expected, galaxies surround 4 of the
quasars. But the other 10 appear
to be naked—the Hubble couldn't
spot any associated host galaxies."
These "naked quasars" produced a variety of responses within

the astronomical community. Said
John Bahcall of the Institute for.
Advanced Study in Princeton, one
of the men in charge of the 1994
Hubble project: "it was astonishing, it took us a long time to go
over the data and convince ourselves that we weren't doing something wrong.... This is a giant leap
backwards in our understanding of
quasars."
Other astronomers were not surprised, in particular John Talbot.
"The laser star theory predicted
these results. Quasars are merely
hot stars.... Further, since the redshift is a number without physical
significance, we predict that 'Naked' quasars will be found even for
very low redshift."
The "redshift" referred to by
Talbot is the assumed shift in quasar light emissions due to the Doppler Effect. The light coming from
an object that is moving farther
away ("receding") is stretched to
longer wavelengths, toward the red
end of the visible spectrum. Hence,
a receding object is "redshifted."
The faster an object is moving
away, the larger is its apparent redshift.
Talbot docs not believe that quasars are in other galaxies, nor that
they arc receding very quickly:
"Quasars move across the sky like
stars, they have proper motion. On
two photographs taken several decades apart the star will have
shifted position by a noticeable
amount. If the standard quasar
theory based on black holes is
adopted, then quasars would be
traveling through space at velocities in excess of a thousand times
the speed of light. This is clearly

nonsense; however, if quasars
were within the [Milky Way] galaxy, their velocity would be less
than light-speed, typical of the
stars of that class."
Are there any other reasons to
dismiss the most commonly accepted quasar theory? According
to Talbot, there are many. "A plot
of quasar magnitude [brightness]
versus distance appears completely random, no correlation
whatsoever .... This implies that
the physical content of thecosmological quasar theory is nil." He
continues, "in many quasars, jets
of matter are seen to be expelled
from their core. These jets are exactly the same as those encountered in other stars within the galaxy .... If the standard cosmological theory of quasars is adopted,
these jets would be traveling at
velocities several times the speed
of light.... Quasars are much closer
to us than most astronomers claim,
in fact the expansion speed [of the
jets] becomes quite reasonable if
they are [expelled by] stars within
the galaxy."
Talbot provides links to many
papers and references at his "Laser Stars" web site. According to
Talbot, "The main point of the laser star theory is that quasars are
stars within the [Milky Way] galaxy. The theory may seem new, but
it was first published almost a
quarter of a century ago in 1973!
The plasma laser star theory by
Y.P.Varshni (1 973) not only explains but predicts the missing
nebulosity [naked quasars] If quasars are stars within the galaxy,
their bright emission lines are due
to laser action within a rapidly ex-

panding and cooling stellar atmosphere." No need for black holes
or host galaxies.
"Another consequence of the
cosmological redshift interpretation of quasar spectra is the paradoxical result that the earth is the
center of the Universe! This stems
mainly from the fact that many
quasars contain common laser
transition lines, which are misinterpreted within the redshift theory
as quasars with nearly identical
redshifts." Is Talbot's messiah —
Y.P. Varshni —the 20th Century
equivalent of Copernicus?
Probably not. The most important thing to remember in science
is that your theory is only as good
as the most recent valid data. A
new study of 35 quasars was released in 1996 which, says Wilford
of the NY Times, "pierced the
snowstorm, revealing for ihe first
time the galaxies that are hosts to
quasars."
Bahcall of Princeton was also

leader of this quasar project and,
forgetting that he was confused by
the 1994 results, said "If we
thought we had a complete theory
of quasars before, now we know
we don't." Bahcall went on to say
"No coherent, single pattern ot
quasar behavior emerges. The basic assumption was that there was
only one kind of host galaxy, or
catastrophic event, which feeds a
quasar. In reality, we do not have
a simple picture — we have a
mess."
Perhaps Mr. Bahcall, who always seems so confused, should
examine the Laser Star Theory online (www.achilles.net/-jtalbot/
glossary/longindex.htmi, or by
typing "laser stars" into a gopher.)
For more information or pictures
of quasars, go to the NASA home
page, search for "NASA," or
"Hubble" or try www.hq.nasa.gov/
officc/pao/NewsRoom/
today.html#quasar. •
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Community Calendar
Monday
31

Tuesday
1
April Fool's Day

10 a.m.-2 p.m.- Counseling. Interior Brick
Lounge. Check Schedule

2-5 p.m.- Student Assoc. Meeting,
Interior Brick Lounge

12 p.m.^ ISAK game. Forum,
CAB Movie, Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Birds", Brick Lounge and Forum, thru 4/4.
Starting

Times: M W F : 9 , 1 2 3

T:9:30, 11:45,5
TH: 9:30, 12,5

12-3:30 p.m.- SUNY Brockport, Student
Center Hallway
7:30 p.m.- Damn Yankees featuring
Jerry Lewis. Auditorium Center, 222-5000

Wednesday
2

Thursday
3

12 p.m.- Writing Center Workshop, MLA
Documentation, Room 11-208

8 a.m.-9 p.m.- National TYC
Physics Workshop, Terrace & 3-105,
Info. @ Paul D'Alessandris, 2922490

12 p.m.- Musical Group-4th Avenue.
Terrace

3:30 p.m.- Professor Karen Morris,
"Courts and the College; Recent
Lawsuits Impacting Our Professional
Lives", Faculty Dining Rm, RSVP
Kathy Baxter, 292-1734 by 3/31

12 p.m.- Summer Jobs Workshop, 1-231
1 p.m.-Test Anxiety Workshop, 1-307
1 p.m.- Sheriff Andrew Meloni,
Room 4193 (4th Floor Art Room)
8 p.m.- Jazz Festival

Friday
4
8 a.m.-9 p.m.- National TYC Physics
Workshop, Terrace & 3-105
6-10 p.m.- WMCC vs. WPXY
Basketball game, Gym, Bldg. 10
7:35 p.m.- Amerk's Hockey, War
Memorial, 454-5335

Saturday
5

Sunday
6

Upcoming

Daylight Savings Begins
7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.- Civil Service
Exam for Deputy Sheriff Jailor,
Terrace

3 p.m.- Phi Theta Kappa Induction
Ceremony, Terrace

April 14-19, Spring Vacation

8 a.m.-4 p.m.- National TYC Physics
Workshops, Faculty Dining Room

6:05 p.m.- Amerks Hockey, War
Memorial, 454-5335

April 16, Bush w/Veruca Salt,
Marine Midland Arena, 7:30

9 a.m.-4 p.m.- Baseball Clinic/Tryouts,
Info. @292-2833

7 p.m.- Flanagan's Wake, Downstairs Cabaret Theater 2, 325-4370

Peter Matthews Birthday Today!
If you see Pete, give him a kiss!

Canadians Beat Americans, 3-2

Knighthawks Lose 13-9
Continued from Page 12

found himself too ill to play.
Backed by great goaltending, and
a two-goal performance by David
The Rochester Ling, the Amerks suffered the loss
Americans took to at home, 3-2.
the ice Friday night
The Amerks didn' t get that many
to face off against quality opportunities to beat the
the Fredericton rookie goaltender. but on those few
Canadiens at the occasions, Villeneuve stepped up.
War Memorial. Just He played quality hockey, quality
up from his junior enough to pull off a victory for
team,
it was Fredericton, and knock the Amerks
Fredericton's goalie into second place in the Empire
that stopped the State Division.
Amerks.
The Amerks simply didn't capiM a r t i n
talize on the chances that they reVilleneuve who was ceived, all of which were few and
just signed by the far between. They skated slow,
The Rochester Americans were beaten by rookie Canadiens started in passed sloppily, and looked tired.
netminder Martin Villeneuve, 3-2 net for Fredericton Friday night
They have since been knocked
in front of 6,532 fans, two of down into second place in the
Do you want to make a difference? whom were his parents, making Empire State Division, but remain
in the hunt to bring Rochester anthe trip from Montreal.
Do Community Service
Villeneuve made 27 saves in other Calder Cup Championship.
They face off against Kentucky
place of goaltender Vokoun who
"Learn while you serve"
Tuesday April 1,
Want Help Getting From...
1997 at 7:35 and
again at 7:35 on Friday night. Get your
Earn 3 college credits
tickets today, and go
To
Work
School
see the Amerks!
Volunteer with Community Agencies
Drop me a line
There's a great program you should know about from the
when you get back,
Coordinator
of
Services
fnr
Students
With
Disabilities.
Help Solve Community Problems
and let me know
Call 292-3035 now for more information.
what you think, I
Sign up before April 18, 1997 to be included in this
may print it in next
new program that helps students with disabilities prepare for
week's column. •
the workplace.
by Christopher
Herman

and

The rest of the period belonged
to Philadelphia. They outran and
outhustled the Hawks, and just
physically started beating on them.
By quarter's end, Rochester found
themselves looking for the heart,
down 9-8.
The fourth quarter was much
like the third in that it belonged to
Philadelphia. They out shot,
outhustled. outran, and out scored

"Ro"
5'-5
age: 19
50/100 Freestyle
Rose Marie Ferreri
Hometown: Irondequoit,NY
Year: Sophomore
Major: Elementary Education
Role Model: Mother and
Father
Most Memorable Moment:
When Dan made me swim the
50 backstroke in the Region III
200 medley relay, and I made a
good time! Winning women's,
and counting for Heather
Biographical Info:
Swam the 50, and 100
freestyle. Also swam 200 medley
relay

the Hawks. The Wings scored four
goals to Rochester's one. Paul Gait
scored the only Hawks goal in the
period, assisted by Soudan and
Driscoll.
The MVP of the game was
Dallas Eliuk, goalie of the Philadelphia Wings. Somehow, Rochester managed to make the MILL
Playoffs, so look to the MD for
more on their run for the
championship!^

Trivia
Question
Congratulations to Adam Smith
for correctly answering 'Jeff
Sluman" to last week's trivia question, and now for this week's question...
Which participant in the
Monroe Doctrine's NCAA office pool is winning, and with
how many points?

- be the first person to bring in
the correct answer to this trivia
question (address it to the Sports
Editor) and win two tickets to an
upcoming Amerks game compliments of the Amerks. •
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Tribune Sports
Sports View Despite Recent Loses MCC Lacrosse Still
Seeks Regional Title
by Todd Lewis

Off to a slow start but don't
count them out. The MCC Lacrosse team this year is a Regional,
if not National contender for the
by Christopher Herman
Division
III Community College
The Sports World Turns at MCC:
title. They are seeking a Regional
Well MCC sports fans, the 1997 title, although their efforts in their
Spring Sports Teams have begun last two games may not have
practicing in anticipation of another shown it.
The team is young with only two
season of excellence at MCC...
...The Baseball team just re- returnees, Dan McCarthy and Josh
turned from Orlando Fl., where Gleason making the hub of this
they participated in the Cocoa Expo young team. 'They really have a
. They face their first opponent of chance to take it all this year" said
the season Tuesday April 1, 1997 Todd Mcrae a former Division III
(Mohawk Valley) on the road at lacrosse player for the Ithica
3:00. They return home to take the Bombers.
On their trip to Maryland last
field against Erie on April 3, 1997
at 1:00. Good Luck Tribs!
... The Softball team also faces
a large number of games in the near
future. They face Cayuga CC at
home on April 3, 1997 at 3:00 pm,
Broome CC on the road April 6,
1997, and Genesee CC on Tuesday
by Chris Micco
AprilS, 1997 at 3:00 pm...
The War Memorial was rocking
... The Lacrosse team is also up
and at 'em. They face Alfred State Saturday night, and when the
Wednesday, here at 4:00 pm, Rochester Knighthawks were inHerkimer CCC, home at 2:00 pm troduced, the crowd was on their
on Saturday, and Mohawk Valley feet.
The first quarter of the game saw
CC, Tuesday, here at 2:00 pm...
... Other Spring sports of inter- the K-Hawks hang in right in there
est, the Golf team and Men's Ten- with the Philadelphia Wings. Each
nis team, who have both begun team scored three goals in the quarpreparations to once again make ter, scoring for the Hawks were
MCC proud. The tennis team faces Jacobs (assisted by Driscoll and
Broome CC Saturday at 1:00 so get Hollenbeck), Mearns (assisted by
out and see one of the less visible McCready), and Benedict assisted
by Soudan and Byrne.
spring sports teams!
The Hawks outran and
...Let me know what you think
about MCC Sports. There are sev- outhustled the Wings which is
eral things going on in the world of what kept them in the game. The
sports, and I'd like to hear your shots were just about even with the
opinion... I may even print it in next Hawks getting ten
shots on goal, and
week's issue...
... I'm still looking for writers in the Wings 15.
Goaltending
the Sports Department, so if you
want to bring MCC sports to the was also strong
students and community, stop in for the Hawks in
the first quarter.
and check us out!
Steve Dietrich
... By this time next week, the had 12 saves in
NCAA tournament will be fin- the quarter while
ished. How did "our pros" do in P h i l a d e l p h i a
the Monroe Doctrine's office netminder Dallas
pool? Stop by the window by the Eliuk stopped
office and find out who won the seven shots for the
prize! •
Wings. The score at
the end of the first quarter,

week the Tribunes encountered
two of the top teams in the Division, both of which showed the
team just how young they really
are.
The games were against number
four ranked Catonsville and 6th
ranked Farmingdale. Both games
ended in defeat, giving coach
Craig Rand a chance to regroup
and rearrange his team.
"The group of guys I have this
year is the most talented I as a
coach have ever been privileged
enough to coach" said Craig Rand.
"The team needs to realize their
talent and work together as a team
to have a successful year. "

Players to watch this
Wednesday as the Tribs face
Alfred State at 4:00 p.m. are
Ron
Messmer,
Jeff
Beckhorn, Scott Walsh,
Reggie Baker and the Tribunes very own, Al Smith.
These players are the ones
that stood out last week and
are likely to lead the team this
year to victory.
The rest of the team seems
promising, and with a couple
more games under their belt,
the Tribunes could take it all the
way. Keep your eyes and ears
open for the MCC Lacrosse team
this year. Go Black!!! •

m
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photo by Peter Matthews

Members of the Men's Lacrosse
team (above) practice in
preparation for their run at a
Regional Title this season

Knighthawks Wings Are Clipped, 13-9
Rochester 3, Philadelphia 3.
The Knighthawks came out in
the second quarter and once again
outhustled and outran the Wings
but could only, once again match
them in goals. Both teams scored
four goals, scoring for the Hawks;
Riter (assisted by Driscoll and
McCready), Benedict (second on
the evening, unassisted), Driscoll
(assisted by Gait), and Teat (assisted by Gait and McCready).
By this point in the game, it
looked like the Hawks could only
keep outhustling the Wings for so
long. The Hawks managed 13
shots on goal as the Wings put 1"9
on the net. The game meant a lot
for both teams, but a bit more for
the Knighthawks.
For the Hawks, this game
meant a definite spot in the
MILL
Playoffs.
Dietrich did his job
in keeping them in
it by making 15
saves for Rochester while the
Wings Eliuk had
nines save in the
quarter. At the end
of the second,
Rochester 7,
Philadelphia 7.

In the third quarter, the Hawks
The K-Hawks were playing with
a lot of heart, and that is what wins were out scored two to one, with
games. The same physical Hawks the only Rochester goal being
came out of the lockeroom to be- scored by Mark Fietta, (assisted by
gin the second half, but mentally Teat and Mearns).
they weren't ready.
Continued on Page II

Golf Preview '97
.••• ••••:.••• ••:;••

b yM a d d a l e n a Palluconi

With the warm weather ap- three weeks ahead of Rochester-j
proaching the spring golf season and that makes for better playing
has finally begun. The new '97 conditions. During their stay, the
team of Tribunes has been selected group will g&t to play 36 hoies eacbj
day.
/ .:
I
since the fall season.
The
MCC
golf
team
has
won
The players consist of: Travis
Zimber, Mike Van Valkburgh, Ed Regkmals in (he past four years in
Donohue, Frank Scalone, Pat a row, "We have a very young teamj
Harrington, Sean Cole, Tom this season, I hope to be cornpeti-j
Skavienski, Dan Bannister, J o e ti ve and make it to nationals," saidj
Kreel, Paul Luciano, and a return- Coach Roche after an interview^ j
ing player from last year, Kory
Tuesday, April 15, MCC will
Kress. Kress placed second over- compete at their first Monroe lm
all in the NJCAA-DWisson III Golf vitationaL
Championships two seasons ago.
T/hey look to aspire as others inj
Head coaching for his 31 st sea- MCC golfing past have. They look]
son here at NfCC is Hal Roche. In specifically to someday aspire tq
April, the team will be taking a a level of greatness that has been]
spring trip for four days to Penn- achieved by MCC atutnnt Jera
sylvania. Coach Roche explained Siuman, who just recently won aj
that weather-wise, Pennsylvania is championship in the PGA. ••• j

Baseball

Golf

Lacrosse

Softball

Tennis

•Tuesday April I, Mohawk
Valley, Away, 3:00 pm

Tuesday April 15, Monroe
CC Invitational, TBA

•Wednesday April 2, Alfred
State, Home, 4:00 pm

•Thursday April 3, Cayuga
CC, Home, 3:00 pm

•Saturday April 5, Broome
CC, Home, 1:00 pm

Thursday April 3, Erie,
Home, 1:00 pm

•Friday April 18, Cayuga CC
Invitational, TBA

•Saturday April 5, Herkimer
CCC, Home, 2:00 pm

•Sunday April 6, Broome CC,
Away, 1:00 pm

•Tuesday April 8, Onondaga
CC, Away, 4:30 pm

*Saturday April 5,
Schenectady, Away, 1:00 pm

*Sat-Sun April 19-20,
Jamestown Invitational, TBA

•Tuesday April 8, Mohawk
Valley CC, Home, 2:00 pm

•Tuesday April 8, Genesee
CC, Home, 2:00 pm

•Sat-Sun April 12-13,
Mohawk Valley Tournament:

•Sunday April 6, Alfred State,
Home, 1:00 pm

•Wednesday April 23,
Broome Invitational, TBA

•Thursday April 10, Corning
CC, Home, 4:00 pm

•Thursday April 10, Alfred
State, Home, 3:00 pm

"Tuesday April 8, Jamestown,
Home, 1:00 pm

•Saturday April 26, Delhi
Invitational, TBA

•Saturday April 12, Canton
CC, Away, 2:00 pm

•Sunday April 13, Hudson
Valley CC, Home, 1:00 pm

•Saturday April 12:
Herkimer CC, 11:00 am
Mohawk Valley CC, 3:00 pm
•Sunday April 13:
Adirondack CC, 11:00 am

